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	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : In reference to the mentioned assignment, Trust Consultancy and Development would like to express our keen interest in applying. We kindly request clarification on the following inquiries: 1. Could you kindly provide the specific locations where the project is being implemented within each governorate?2. For the governorates targeted in the northern area of Yemen (DFA), would DRC facilitate obtaining the necessary permits from SCMCHA (the humanitarian government authorities)?3. Could you please inform us about the CCY partner agencies involved in this program?4. We understand that the consultancy firm will be responsible for publishing the evaluation reports on Relief Web. Could you kindly confirm this? 
	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : 1. The project is being implemented in the following governorates: AbyanAl Dhale'e, Al HudaydahAl Jawf, Amanat Al Asimah, Amran, Hajjah, Lahj, Marib, Raymah, Sa'adah, Taizz2. As per the TOR DRC will not provide any visa, accommodation, or safety support and accordingly will not involve in permits to the evaluator or the data collector team in Yemen. Also, There are no payment provisions aside from the amount budgeted for the assessment.3. It is mentioned in the ToR. There are 5 partners: Mercy Corps, ACTED, Solidarities Int., Norwegian Refugee Council, and DRC4. Cash Consortium Yemen will take the responsibility of publishing. 
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